Welcome to the spring 2018 edition of ARIS news. This issue includes news from the cloud and tells you all
you need to know about ARIS 10. As always you’ll find lots of useful customer references and we will tell you
why you have to block your diary for the International User Groups Conference (IUG), the event of the year,
and how to become an ARIS insider based on our webinar series.
Enjoy reading and watch out for our next edition in the summer!
Your ARIS Community Team
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Your data - our promise: The ball is in your court!
You’ve probably heard of GDPR, the new General Data Protection Regulation, which
determines how businesses do business. GDPR is a total data-protection game changer: From
May 2018 on, companies will need to manage and protect personal data better than ever
before.
What does that mean for you? The ARIS Community Team provides you with exclusive news
around ARIS that we hope you’d like to hear about. If you want to receive the next edition of
ARIS news, make sure to actively opt-in the checkbox in your ARIS Community profile even if you already received ARIS news in the past!
Here is what you have to do to make sure you will still receive ARIS news and other updates in
the future:



go to your ARIS Community profile
check the box "Receive ARIS News"

We promise you that both our technology and our processes are aligned with GDPR. We are
no data kraken and save the minimum data necessary only. As always, you can stop receiving
emails from us at any time by unsubscribing in your profile.
Don't hesitate to contact us in case of any questions.
^ TOP

500,000 members and still growing – even in a new
design
After having released our new design last week, today we have reached another milestone:
We have been waiting impatiently for this special moment to come and are delighted to finally
welcome our 500,000th ARIS Community member! So let us all celebrate this historical
moment by congratulating our newest member and giving a warm welcome to Eugen
Ackermann!
Amazing, but true: We have launched ARIS Community in May 2009 and have been growing
steadily since then to finally become this huge and committed community of ARIS beginners
and experts sharing their knowledge and helping each other.
We are very proud of this great achievement and at the same time totally aware of the fact that
we owe it all to YOU! So this is the right time to say THANK YOU for your great support in the
past years.

Stay tuned :)
^ TOP

Get proactive insights to make the right decision
every time!
Do you wonder how your process models correspond to reality? Are you overlooking a way to
make your processes better? Wouldn’t it be fantastic to know if processes are executed the
way they were modeled or, even better, if not, to see why and how to change it?
Prove the value of your daily work and make better decisions based on powerful visualizations
using reliable process mining and data analytics.

ARIS enable you to combine process design with process mining and fully use analysis to
provide actual measured Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) side-by-side with documented tobe processes.

This gives you transparency so you can see how the processes are supposed to run and if
they meet real-time KPIs so you can make reliable business decisions, day by day. Use the
results to simulate and dynamically analyze business processes to identify the best way to
improve them.

You can:






Identify low-running processes with discrepancies or structural faults
Find delays and the root causes of problems
Identify gaps, issues and opportunities before implementation
Improve processes to perform better, cheaper and faster
Measure performance through simulation before execution

Sounds interesting? Read the fact sheet or visit us on process-intelligence.com
^ TOP

Are you getting the most out of your SAP® solutions?
Are you fed up with making the same mistakes again and again? Would you like to learn from
others to avoid common pitfalls in your SAP project? Then read further!

Not each and every SAP project leads to success, and there are many pitfalls project teams
commonly run into.
To avoid these pitfalls and offer you some hints on best practices, we’ve pulled together
common pitfalls and best practices based on Software AG’s long-time experience in SAP
projects. Learn how to avoid pitfalls and get insight on best practices based on Software AG’s
long-time experience in SAP projects here.
^ TOP

Hear the latest news from the cloud
ARIS Cloud 10 Service Release (SR) 2 is now available in the public cloud. You can use the
new features of ARIS Cloud Advanced immediately after your next log in.
ARIS Cloud 10 SR 2 provides:










UI/UX improvements:
A new tidy Home view welcomes you and you can quickly navigate to your sections of
interest
Configurable view generation of process models:
Views can be configured to meet the different needs of use cases
Optimized search result order:
Extended search ordering is optimized for improved search results
Remember past search when navigating to search result:
Past searches are remembered when navigating back to search
Ease of use in extended search: Filters are frozen when scrolling
Steps view – new “back to top” button
Auto-follow streams when posting or commenting in collaboration
Semantic check in ARIS Connect for methodical correctness and individual modeling
conventions

You find more information about the new features in the ARIS 10 SR2 features overview.
If you are new to the cloud, go to ariscloud.com and start with your free trial version of ARIS
Cloud Basic immediately.
^ TOP

Risk and compliance goes cloud – will you follow?
The ARIS Governance Risk & Compliance (GRC) Management Platform is available as ARIS
GRC Cloud in a private cloud environment.
ARIS GRC Cloud is a full-scale GRC Management-as-a-Service platform. You can choose
from four sizes to meet your individual needs and gain immediate access to GRC
management. Risk and compliance experts will find new information about the ARIS GRC
Cloud offering on ariscloud.com and can download the ARIS GRC Cloud factsheet. If you are
interested in a test version, please get in touch with your Software AG sales contact.
Want to know more about risk and compliance management with ARIS 10? Watch our
webinar.
^ TOP

Block your diary. Invite your colleagues. Don’t
miss the event of the year!
Visit Software AG and an audience of your peers for the 2018 International User Groups
Conferences (IUG) in Berlin. Save April 11-12 for the International ARIS User Group Meeting
in Berlin, Germany. Join this well-established annual conference to meet other like-minded
users and ARIS experts to network and hear the latest ARIS news.

IUG is only a few short weeks away. Join us to:





Hear success stories from global enterprises
Learn from your peers from different industries
Share and discuss experiences and evaluate innovative ideas
Engage directly with Software AG experts

Registration is open, and you’ll find a draft agenda on the event website. For the first time this
year, we are introducing CollaborationHub, which is your place to meet Software AG product
users and dive deep into topics of mutual interest. Participants can share tips and tricks, find
working solutions and make professional connections that can be extended in our online
community. Learn more and join the CollaborationHub for ARIS.
Can’t make it to Berlin? No worries! Software AG hosts and joins various global and local
events around the globe and also provides online events for your convenience. Please have
a look at our event site and check out our calendar.



Watch our 2017 product release update on demand
Check out our new Digital Business Demos each week for timely webinars on digital
transformation
^ TOP

Become an ARIS 10 insider with our webinar series
The ARIS 10 webcast program is a series of live demos around the theme "Manage Your
Digital Future". Attend this webcast series to gain new insights into ARIS 10, and to see how
ARIS helps you focus on Digital Transformation without compromise.
Each live webcast will include a demo and will focus on different individual ARIS topics. The
program will be 30-45 minutes and conclude with Q&A session where participants will have the
opportunity to ask questions of our ARIS experts.
Join us for these programs:







Why Now is the Time - Moving From ARIS Publisher to ARIS Connect in 2018 on March 27
Control the Way You Run Your Business – Integrated Process Mining with ARIS on April 5
Excellence at Work With Your Digital Twin on April 26
Manage your Migration to SAP S/4 HANA with a Process-Driven Solution on May 3
Scenario Planning – Choose the Right Business Setting on July 3
Managing Process Landscapes on September 6
If you are interested but you cannot make it at that time, don’t stress: Each registrant will
receive the recording of the webinar afterwards.
Are you missing something? Please feel free to submit your topic suggestions to
marketing@ariscommunity.com
^ TOP

We <3 our customers - and they love ARIS
Different industries, different challenges, different goals! There are so many ways to benefit
from ARIS!
Get through the highlights of the newest ARIS projects:





Telefonica is THE reference project for Telco 3.0 in Spain. ARIS supported the
complete business transformation and redesign of end-to-end processes and, among
other benefits, helped reduce the processing time of offers by 60 percent and
significantly reduce the incidence rate. Watch and listen to Enrico Ascaso, the director
of the Telco 3.0 project
The University Relations project paves the way for building talent for the next
generation. Watch Yvonne Antonucci telling how ARIS performed in this project
KKB is the first bureau of a new domestic industry in Turkey and needs to support its
record-breaking pace of growth. Digitalized information and immediate access to
information are just some examples what was made possible by ARIS. Read more





Learn how ARIS has helped Yara International, a Norwegian chemical company, on its
digitalization journey here
The digitalization journey of Orkla, a consumer goods company, is about aligning
processes with systems and complying with GDPR. Listen to Lars Bratthall statements
Kuehne+Nagel aligns business with IT using ARIS. Frank Strömer reports.
^ TOP

We want you: Check our jobs for global
consultants
If you want to implement the best products for world-class customers, there is no better
company to work for than Software AG. Visit our career site and find out what Software AG
can do for you!
Why Software AG? With almost five decades of software expertise and a global reach in 70
countries, there is no other company poised to lead the digital revolution than Software AG.
Here are the facts:
- Nearly €1 billion in revenue
- Software AG is recognized as a leader by top analyst firms
Software AG Global Consulting Services (GCS) enables companies to address both today’s
needs and tomorrow’s challenges. As part of the GCS team, you will be working with some of
the biggest names in the industry, Chevron, DB Netz AG, Philips, Volvo and many more, using
the most current technologies and successfully resolving the most complex technical
challenges.
Imagine working for a company where no other vendor can match our global reach, financial
strength, or depth and breadth of product offerings. Well, welcome to Software AG. Check our
jobs for global consultants!
^ TOP

Follow us on social media
YouTube from Software AG Brasil, Twitter from Software AG in Spain, Facebook from
Software AG South Africa …? Connect with our company, products and communities on the
social web and follow our ARIS Community channel on Twitter for the latest product news and
info around ARIS and Software AG - directly from our leaders and experts.
Check our overview of all Social Media at Software AG to find the right channel for a
specific topic or product in your region.




Get insights, messages and more
Discover contests and giveaways
Find webinars and events near you
Join the conversation!
^ TOP

